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Or.HenryKissingerGivesSpecialSeminarat TORI
onNovember13, 1987

Dr. Henry A. Kissinger's presentatian
an "Geapalitics: The U.S. and the
Pacific Cammunities" was attended by the
TDRI President, the Chairman, Pragram
Directars and a small, select graup af
palicy makers, academicians, and tap
business executives.

The facus af Dr. Kissinger's presen-
tatian was an the interactian amang the
warld superpawersand their palitical
and ecanamicrelatianshipswith Pacific
cauntries--in particular, with cauntries
in this regian.

He stressed the emerging impartance
af regianal graupings like ASEAN and
emphasized that this regian will play an
increasingly vital ecanamic and paliti-

Or.HenryKissinger
Henry Alfred Ki$sing.~rwassw('>rt:l

an September 22, 1973, as the 56th U.S.
Secretary af State, apaS)it.ian he held
until January 20, 1977. Ilealsa served
as Assistant to.the President far Na-
tianal SecurityAffairs IromJafiuary 20,
1969, until Navember 3, 1975.

At presentDr. Kissit:lger'isChairman
af KissingerAssaciates,Inc., an inter-
natianal cansultingfirm.. Si,nceleaving
the Department af State he has occupied
the pasitians af University Prafel3saraf
Diplamacy at Geargetawn UniVersity's
Schaal af Fareign Service and af Caun-
selar to. the Centerfar Strategic and
Internatianal Studies, af which he is
also. a Trustee. In July 1983 he was
appainted by President Reagan to. Chair

the Natianal BipartisanCammi.ssi,anan
Central America. Dr. Kissinger is also.
a member af the President's Fareign
Intelligence AdvisaryBaard, aCbunselar
to.the Chase Manhattan Bank and a member

af its Internatianal Advisbry Cammittee,
a member af the Cammissian an Integrated
Lang-Term Strategy pf.theNationa,1.pegu-
rity Cauncil and Defense Department, and
an Hanarary Gavernar of :t;he Fa:re:i,8n

Palicy Assaciatian. Amang his other

cal rale in the warld. And, in terms af
a lang-term scenario., ten ar fifteen
years fram naw, Dr. Kissinger expressed
his canvictian that the U.S. will canti-
nue to.develap clase links with medium-
sized cauntries. He sees the U.S. main-
taining its pasitianas the warldecanamy
leader and the Pacific natians becaming
af increasing impartance in the warld
scene.

A lively discussian fallawed the
presentatian in which Dr. Kissinger
respanded to.questians af interest and
cancern to.the participants.

Fallawing the seminar, Dr. Phaichitr
hasted a receptian in Dr. Kissinger's
hanar. Ri

activities, he is a member of the Baards
of Directars .afAmerican Express Campa-
ny, Unian Pacific Carparatian and R.H.
Macy and Campany, a Trustee af the
Rackefeller Brathers Fund and af the

Metrapalitan Museum af Art, a Directar
af the Internatianal Rescue Cammittee,
and Cantributing Analyst far ABC News.

Amang the awards Dr. Kissinger has
received have been the Nabel Peace Prize

+973;. tJa.ePresidentialMedal af Free-
dam, this natian's highest civilian
awa:rd, in +977; and the Medal af Liberty
in:r986.
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Dr. Chalongphob Sussangkarn making his presentation at the Macroeconomic Research
Conference.

The USAID-sponsored Macroeconomic

Research Conference, held at the Regent
Cha-Am Beach Hotel on October 17-18,

1987, provided the venue for the Macro-
economic Policy Program (MEP) to present
some of its findings to date.

Since September 1985, the USAID has

supported the research work of the MEP

Program at TDRI through a grant from the
Emerging Problems of Development 11 (EPD
11) Project. Research investigations
had the following objectives:

1. To strengthen the databases essential
to the analyses of macroeconomic
policy issues;

2. To expand analytical capabilities for
short- and medium-term policy studies;
and

3. To enhance the understanding and

knowledge of important macroeconomic
structures in Thailand.

During the first 24 months of USAID
support, the MEP Program carried out a
number of studies within the framework
of the above objectives. The conference
in Cha-am was held for two main reasons:
(1) to more widely disseminate results
in a number of important research areas
and (2) to get valuable feedback from
distinguished scholars.

Dr. Virabongsa Ramangkura, TDRI Mac-
roeconomic Policy Program Director, Mr.
Nibhat Bhukkanasut of the Fiscal Policy
Office, and Dr. Ammar Siamwalla, TDRI
Agriculture and Rural Development Pro-
gram Director chaired the sessions.
There were 92 participants from acade-
mic, government and private organiza-
tions.

Detailed summaries of three research

papers and short summaries of the others
follow below:

). Financial Picture of the Thai Public Sector

by Dr. Vuthiphong Priebjrivat

This report paints a financial por-
trait of the Thai public sector. In
contrast with most other public finance
studies, which mainly concentrate on the
national budget, the study covers the
overall public sector by also including
organizations and agencies other than
the government itself.

It urges the government to reevaluate
and revise the roles it plays in the
economy and the society in order to
identify which public functions to con-
tinue, abandon or modify, before de-
ciding on how to perform them.
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J-- An Econometric Model for Thailand under
the Project LINK System

by Dr. Kosah Arya and
Dr. Bandid Nijathaworn

An econometric model was developed to

serve as the country model and introduce
Thailand into the LINK system. The
model describes the behavior of economic

units disaggregated into institutional
and economic sectors. Its main emphasis
is on the consistent treatment of sup-
ply, demand, finance, government, and
external trade within a macroeconomic
framework. In developing the model,
consistent treatment was emphasized to
achieve a balanced presentation of the
economy; another consideration was that
the basic model specifications conform
to the main design of the LINK system--
principally, to the disaggregation of
traded goods and the treatment of import
and export prices. The model was then
used to produce macroeocnomic outlook
scenarios to simulate the Thai economy.

Q., Effective Rates of Protection (ERP) When
) Domestic and Foreign Goods are Imperfect

Substitutes: The Case of Thailand

by Dr. Shanta Devarajan and
Dr. Chalongphob Sussangkarn

This paper is the result of a study
that examined effective rates of protec-
tion in Thailand when domestic and im-

ported goods are imperfect substitutes.
Observing that the standard ERP approach
assumes the two types of goods are per-
fect substitutes, the paper presents a
family of general equilibrium models
that shows how the ERP varies with the
elasticity of substitution.

Findings give the overall impression
that the standard method for calculating
ERPs can be seriously misleading if
domestic and foreign goods are imperfect
substitutes. Not only will a less-than-
finite elasticity alter the results, but
as soon as the perfect substitutability
assumption is relaxed, several other
factors come into play. Crucial among
these is the import share in domestic
supply.

j, The Construction of Quanerly National
L{ Accounts for Thailand: 1982-1984

by Khun Nikom Kalayasiri

This study details methods for con-
structing quarterly national accounts
for Thailand and reports the results.
The methods employed are similar to
those routinely used to construct Thai-
land's annual national accounts. As a

pilot project, the study covered only
the quarterly periods of 1982-1984.
Various national accounts were con-
structed. Those of most importance are
national income (constructed from the
production and expenditure sides) and
gross domestic product (classified by
industrial origin). Other detailed re-
ports were constructed on: the composi-
tion of private consumption; private
investment and changes in stocks; gov-
ernment consumption; public investment;
and exports and imports of goods and
services.

h The Thai Labor Market, A Study of
Seasonality and Segmentation

by Dr. Chalongphob Sussangkarn

This study focuses on the problem of
seasonal unemployment and educated open-
unemployment. The pattern of seasonal
migration is analyzed to understand the
way the rural laborer adjusts to lack of
work during the dry season. The analysis
suggests that most of those made unem-
ployed in the dry season would like to
find work, but are constrained mainly by
a lack of information on the availabili-

ty of jobs. In urban areas, the study
explores the notion of a segmented labor
market in relation to the problem of
educated open-unemployment in the Thai
context. An econometric estimate of

labor market segmentation is presented
that indicates the factors influencing
the ability to get into the formal sec-
tor, and the wage differential between
the formal and informal sectors. The
picture of the la>or market derived from
the estimates is useful for under-

standing the problem of open-unemploy-
ment and also for judging future employ-
ment prospects.~
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Thailand'sLeadingEconomicIndicators
by Dr. ChaipatSahasakul

"Will next year's economy outperform
this year's? When will the economy
recover from the recession? How long
will this boom last?" These questions
are often asked by businessmen and
policymakers who are interested in fu-
ture economic conditions because they
need to take appropriate, timely action.

Taking appropriate action is a neces-
sary, but not sufficient, condition for
business success or for handling economic
problems. Good timing is an additional
condition. The key word here is"timing."
It is usually too late for a business to
increase production when favorable
business conditions have reached their

peak because doing so takes time. And
by the time the business is geared up to
increase production, conditions may have
turned unfavorable. Similarly, policy-
makers may be too late if they wait to
use stimulating policy measures until
the economy has reached its trough.
Indeed, by the time the measures take
effect the business cycle may have
moved into recovery. Then, the economy
may be overstimulated and an unaccept-
ably high inflation rate might result.
In order to avoid badly-timed actions,
businessmen and policymakers need some
indicators that foretell future economic
conditions. Economists call these indi-
cators "leading economic indicators."

Leading Economic Indicators

A leading economic indicator is an
economic variable whose movements

throughout the business cycle are pre-
cursors to broad movements in aggregate
economic activity. For example, one
O.S. leading economic indicatoris the
variable of contracts and orders of
manufacturing plants and equipment.
This variable leads actual, private
investment. An increase in contracts and

orders for plants and equipment usually
signals that there will be an economic

Dr. Chaipat Sahasakul is a Research
Fellow in the Macroeconomic Policy Pro-
gram at TDRI.

boom in the near future. However, an
individual indicator sometimes gives the
wrong signal; therefore, a weighted-
average of various indicators is gener-
ally derived. Economists call this
weighted-average a "composite index of
leading economic indicators."

The TORI Project

A project to construct Thailand's
leading economic indicators was conducted
at TDRI. It used a simple demand/supply
framework and an order cycle to select
theoretically leading economic variables.
The seven economic variables selected

for study were: import and export price
indexes; money supply and credit out-
standing; electricity usage; crude oil
imports; and domestic cement sales.

As Thailand is an open small economy
in the world market, it is not so sur-
prising that "import" and "export" price
indexes were good leading economic indi-
cator candidates. The basic idea behind
these two variables is that the condi-

tions are the same for a family of rice-
growing farmers as they are for a coun-
try. Both must sell their products and
purchase other necessities. In the case
of the farmers, an increase in the price
of rice would raise their purchasing
power but an increase in the price of
the necessities would lower their pur-
chasing power. The same is true for a
country. That is, an increase in the
price of'exports (goods and services the
country sells on the world market) would
raise its national income, but an in-
crease in the price of imports (goods
and services the country purchases)
would lower its national income.

"Money supply" and "credit outstand-
ing" were also chosen as variables to
study. These variables were seen as
good leading economic indicator candi-
dates because an expanding economy will
first require an increase in money and
credit to facilitate investment and,
likewise, a contracting economy will be
led by a decline in money and credit
when investment subsides.
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Finally, "electricity usage," "crude
oil imports," and "domestic cement
sales" were chosen as variables because

they are viewed as important inputs to
production processes whose movements, we
assumed, would lead the broad movements
of production output.

When these seven leading economic
variables are statistically combined, we

obtain a composite index of leading
economic indicators. The time series of

the index for September 1970 - August
1986 is reported in Table 1 and plotted
in Figure 1. As we already know some-

thing about Thailand's economic history,
we can test how well and how closely the
derived composite figures mimic historic
reali ty.

Figure 1 Thailand's Composite Index of Leading Economic Indicators
September 1970 to August 1986
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Figure 1 gives a clear, historical
picture of broad movements of aggregate
economic activity. It also shows peak
and trough dates of the time series of
the composite index. The dates were
subjectively identified; the peak date
was picked when the composite index was
at the maximum height of the cycle and,
likewise, the trough date, is the mini-
mum height of the cycle. As shown by
the plot, there are two full cycles
(measured from peak to peak) for the
study period. The first cycle starts at
the peak in October of 1973 and goes to
the second peak in September of 1979,
lasting for five years and eleven
months. The second cycle starts at the
second peak and goes to the third peak
in July of 1985, lasting for five years
and ten months.

Project Results

For the study period, the general
movements of the series seem to fit our
experience with the Thai economy. In
the early 1970s, the Thai ec0nomy expe-
rienced a boom as a result of an increase
in world prices for primary commodities
(many of which were being exported by
Thailand). This boom experience also
coincided with the first oil shock pe-
riod in late 1973. The boom trend sub-

sided when world prices for primary
commodities fell after 1973 and the
adverse effect of the first oil shock

began to dominate the cycle. The Thai
(Continued on page 18)

Table 1 Thailand's Composite Index of Leading Economic Indicators,
September 1970 to August 1986

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Year Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May Jun. Jul. Aug. Sep. Oct. Nov. Dec.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1970 n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 100.00 101.65 101.24 102.58
1971 101.09 102.86 101.74 102.83 104.18 103.86 105..54 104.96 104.52 104.23 104.48 106.48
1972 107.33 108.58 107.36 108.10 109.78 109.72 111.61 111.27 112.26 112.63 112.80 114.57
1973 115.29 117.34 118.16 115.55 116.67 117.86 117.37 115.36 118.47 119.19 119.12 118.27
1974 115.29 117.31 117.23 117.56 115.81 114.41 113.48 113.27 114.35 112.70 111.80 112.62
1975 112.98 112.84 114.84 114.36 112.11 112.88 115.31 118.20 115.34 114.99 115.88 116.16
1976 116.66 116.87 116.21 116.63 119.13 120.51 120.31 121.32 121.53 122.95 124.72 125.29
1977 124.70 124.89 125.23 126.55 126.87 127.79 128.48 128.19 127.28 129.73 128.72 130.33
1978 130.92 130.34 132.33 131.32 131.12 132.00 132.1.7 133.72 134.11 135.06 136.91 137.95
1979 -138.66 138.61 139.82 141.18 141.25 142.33 141.86 143.15 143.46 141.91 141.34 141.32
1980 142.96 142.35 142.44 142.32 141.68 139.63 140.19 140.95 140.60 139.65 141.11 141.30
1981 139.13 138.54 139.33 138.92 140.27 140.88 141.20 141.84 142.26 143.42 141.56 140.13
1982 139.22 141.25 140.78 140.07 140.69 141.99 140.59 141.53 142.56 143.97 144.97 144.24
1983 145.61 146.32 14.7.18 149.43 150.36 150.86 151.91 151.73 150.51 154.24 153.92 154.99
1984 155.84 156.63 156.61 157.54 158.59 158.69 157.58 159.80 161.54 161.90 166.12 167.16
1985 167.28 169.00 169.02 168.71 169.04 169.33 171.53 171.08 168.67 168.86 170.52 168.12
1986 168.03 168.91 170.25 171.35 172.94 173.93 175.51 176.40-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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A ComputableGeneralEquilibrium(CGE)Model
withRealandFinancialSectorLinkage

by KhunDuangmaneeVongpradhip
In order to simulate various economic

scenarios upon which to base policy
recommendations, the Macroeconomic Re-
search Program has developed and tested
a Computable General Equilibrium (CGE)
model. A CGE Model differs considerably
from an econometric model in that the
latter is built across time, requiring
much time series data, whereas a CGE
model is built using data from one point
in time. Traditionally, CGE models
concentrate only on the real side of the
economy and give no explicit account of

how savings from different institutions
match the unequal demand for investment
by those institutions.

However, when TDRI began to develop
its CGE model, we wanted it to deal with
more variables on the financial side, so

we explicitly defined the intermediation
process of financial institutions. Fur-
thermore, we designed the model to cap-
ture financial-side and supply-side
linkages so that interest rates on loans
would enter directly into the production
decisions of the economy. Thus, we
built the model to create simultaneous

linkages between the real and financial
sides.

Building the Model

Before embarking on the economic
modelling process, however, we gave due
importance to the database to be used.
Ultimately, a Social Accounting Matrix
(SAM) for the year 1984 was built. Data
believed to be the most reliable from
different sources were reconciled to

provide a uniform and consistent picture
of the economy at given points in time.
The level of disaggregation of the SAM
was carried out to conform to the model

that we wanted to build. The analysis of
the model was done in the context of a
micro-oriented macro model for Thailand.
The behavior of the actors was based on

well-founded theories which were consis-

tently and comprehensively linked to
avoid modelling pitfalls. The real side
was built in the traditional manner,
like all other models.

Real Side and Financial Side Linkages

We divided the financial side of the

CGE model economy into two sub-sectors--
agriculture and non-agriculture--and six

institution groups, comprehensively
covering all institutions of any signi-
ficance in the economy. To decide on
the level of financial asset disaggrega-
tion for this model, we took into consi-
deration the significance of the assets/
liabilities in each institution's port-
folio, while trying to keep the disag-
gregation to the minimum needed. In
all, 11 groupings of financial assets
were defined. (See Table 2.G)

Table 2: Fully

Accoun ts
Groupings

Accounts
Numbering

REAL SIDE

A.

B.Current
Accounts of
Insti tutions

C.

D.Productiqn
Acti vitioes

E. Commodities

F. Investment

FINANCIAL SIDE

G. Financial
Liabilities

Agriculture
Non-Agriculture
Agriculture
Non-Agriculture

Composite: Interest Agricul ture
- Intermediate Inputs Non-Agriculture

Interest: Agriculture
Non-Agriculture

Accounts of the SAM 0

Sub-accoun ts

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

Composite: Interest
- Labor:

Capital :

Indirect Taxes
Households
Corporations
Public Sector
Financial Institutions
Rest of the World
Households
Corporations
Government
Financial Institutions
Bank of Thailand
Rest of the World
Agricul ture
Non-Agriculture
Compcrsite: Domestic
- Imports:

Domestic:

Impcrrts:

Exports:

Households
Corporations
Government

34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44

Disaggregaticrn
of Sub-accounts

Agriculture
Non-Agriculture
Agricul ture
Non-Agriculture
Agriculture
Non-Agricul ture
Agriculture
Non-Agriculture

Currency
Deposits
Government Securities
Loans: Personal Consumption

Agriculture
Non-Agr icul ture

Loans from BOT
Balance at BOT
Foreign Loans
Foreign Reserves
Net Other Liabilities
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Savings flows from the real side feed
into the financial side which principal-
ly play an intermediation role, matching
total savings--including foreign sav-
ings--and total investment through in-
stitution portfolio choices. Also, in-
terest rates on loans feed back into the

production function on the real side.
Interest received on all assets and

interest payments on all liabilities
also enter into income and expenditure
flows of institutions on the real side.

Testing the Model

A preliminary model was built and was
calibrated to replicate the base year
SAM very well. The model was then sub-
jected to an exogenous shock by de-
creasing the foreign interest rate.
This test explored the shock's effect on
the Thai economy. Results indicate
that, with a lower interest rate on
foreign borrowings, corporations and
financial institutions prefer to borrow
from abroad. With funds for financial

institutions costing less, they are
willing to supply more domestic market
non-agricultural loans. At the same
time, the demand for non-agricultural
loans from corporations declines and
therefore, the interest rate on non-
agricultural loans decreases. The model
further demonstrates that in an open
economy like Thailand where funds can
flow in and out, foreign interest rates
do, to a certain extent, influence
domestic rates.

Examining the linkage to the real
side, we know that, with low interest
costs, producers of non-agricultural
products want to produce more, so they
demand more inputs. In particular, the
demand for labor in the non-agricultural
sector increases. Because there is a
limited labor supply for the whole econ-
omy, labor shifts from agriculture to
non-agriculture and average wage rates
rise, pulling up wage rates in both the
agricultural and non-agricultural sec-
tors. With increased wage costs, the
agricultural sector also requires more
working credit. As loans available to
the formal sector remain the same, bor-
rowers resort more to the informal
market with the consequence that formal

market interest rates increase slightly.

The agricultural sector of the GDP
decreases slightly while the rest rises.
The combined result is an increase in

the GDP for the whole economy. Exports
rise slighly while imports increase
more. Trade deficits widen but savings
in interest payments abroad more than
offset this response. The end result is
that current account deficits decline.
However, the magnitude of the decline in
the current account is likely to be an
over-estimation as the model's foreign
interest payment functions take rather
simplistic forms. We have not yet
allowed for a combination of different

maturities and fixed vs. floating rate
loans.

With the expanded economy, more loans
are demanded. Households demand more

loans from the informal market. Corpora-
tion borrowings from domestic as well as
foreign sources increase, whereas finan-
cial institutions also borrow more from
the Bank of Thailand and from abroad.
Overall, on the basis of this simula-
tion, we can say that a decline in the
foreign interest rate has a favorable
effect on the Thai economy. Furthermore,
the results of this simulation indicated
that the model did behave asexpected and
in a reasonable manner.

The Next Stage: Policy Simulations

The next stage in the project is to
do sensitivity analyses to see how the
model responds to changes in parameter
and elasticity values. Policy simulations
will then be carried out. We will simu-

late restrictive monetary policies, cre-
dit allocation and alternative financing
of government expenditures. We will
also subject the model to normal trends

of exogenous variables and parameter
values to obtain the base path. Policies
can then be evaluated across time to

track the responses of the economy.
Once we subject the existing model to

these simulations we also expect to add
other features to it. Plans include
incorporating the stock market and di-
viding the economy into more than just
two sub-sectors.R'

Khun Duangmanee Vongpradhip is the
Chief, Basic Research Section, Department
of Economic Research, Bank of Thailand.
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The Impactof AgriculturalProductPriceChanges
on LaborAbsorptionin ThaiAgriculture:
A Non-LinearProgrammingApproach

As in most other developing coun-
tries, the majority of the Thai labor
force is still employed in agriculture.
But agricultural employment, which has
been steady at around 70% of total em-
ployment in recent years, is now being
jeopardized by the slowing down in the
growth of cultivated areas and crop
price changes. Labor usage in agricul-
ture is affected by agricultural diver-
sification--the growing of crops with
widely varying temporal and total labor
requirements per unit land area. In
addition, the seasonal pattern of labor
use in Thailand leads to seasonal unem-

ployment, a major labor market problem.
Statistically, the total number of sea-
sonally unemployed persons appears to
stablize at around 4 million workers.

This large number represents a huge
waste of human resources each year.

Over the period of the Sixth Plan
(1987 to 1991), the outlook for major
crop prices is rather poor. Thus, agri-
cultural employment and income prospects
are not promising. To understand the
major implications on overall and sea-
sonal employment, it was felt that the
way farmers would likely adjust their
cropping patterns in response to price
changes should be examined.

The Problem

A previous TDRI study looked at this
issue from a linear programming perspec-
tive (Chalamwong and Khatikarn 1985).
One benefit of this approach is that a
great deal of information on production
technologies and land types can be uti-
lized. A major drawback, however, is
that, due to the linear nature of the
relationships, the response of cropping
patterns to changes in parameter values
(such as crop prices) can be extreme..
Thus, the purpose of the new study was
to construct a non-linear programming
model of the agricultural sector in
Thailand, which would be used to analyze

employment consequences of crop price
changes during the period of the Sixth
Plan. The resulting model is a simple
extension of the standard linear pro-
gramming model. The main difference in
the present approach is that it takes
into account the likely diminishing
marginal productivity of land as the
cultivated area for a particular crop is
further expanded. The model was used to
estimate the labor demand effects of
changes in crop prices.

The Structure of the Model

The country was divided into six
regions: Central, North, Northeast,
South, East and West. Within each re-
gion, different types of crops, based on
existing cropping patterns, were speci-
fied: rice, glutinous rice, maize, soy-
bean, mungbean, groundnut, sorghum, sug-
arcane, kenaf, cassava, and cotton.
Furthermore, the land-use areas in each
region were combined into three major
groups based on land type and seasonal i-
ty: Wet-season Lowland, Dry-season Low-
land, and Upland.

Each land type has a combination of
cropping patterns suited to its particu-
lar characteristics. Under the profit
maximization framework, given the limit
of total available land, representative
farmers within each region-Iandtype com-
bination allocated their total available

land to different crops in order to
maximize net income. Then, the parame-
ters used in the model were estimated
and utilized in separable programming.

Projected future prices for the va-
rious crops were based to some extent on
World Bank price projections and long-
term price trends. An expected inflation
rate of 3% was used to adjust for both
future labor costs and other costs.
Labor force constraints were also accom-

modated by using a 2% average labor
force growth. When the information was
incorporated into the separable program-
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ming model, optimum solutions for
finding the impact of price changes on
labor demand were generated.

Results to Date

The results of this study imply that
the labor demand situation is not good.

The solutions show that dry-season em-

ployment will grow more than wet season
employment. The current rate of seasonal
unemployment.. is approximately 19'70 of the
labor force and, given the dry-season

employment growth in agriculture of
around 2.4% predicted by the study, the
problem of seasonal unemployment will
not much improve. The results also
indicate that the growth of wet-season
labor demand is only 0.5% per annum.
Based on the study, it can be concluded
that a number of events are likely to
occur in rural areas:

. Real wages in rural areas will fall
during the period of the Sixth Plan.
This would be a severe blow to the

prospects of the rural people.
. Underemployment will increase rapidly

so that, in effect, there will be a
reduction in per capita income growth
in the rural areas.

. There will be an accelerating shift
toward off-farm employment in indus-
tries and services in the rural areas.

. Migration from rural areas will acce-
lerate.

Policy Implications

In addition to examining the outlook
for cropping patterns and labor demand,
the model was used to investigate the
substitution possibilities between dif-
ferent crops in various areas. The
experiments were carried out by allowing
the price of one particular crop to
increase by 5% while other factors were
held constant. The results are very
useful from the policy point of view
because they can be used as a guide for

policy makers interested in influencing
agricultural cropping patterns. Cassava
and maize, for example, are significant
substitutes in all regions. The model

shows that, in the Western region, sugar-
cane is an important crop, but that the
price of maize and cassava can affect

cultivated areas. In the Central region
the price of mungbean can influence the

second season rice area and the price of

soybean in the North also has a consid-
erable impact on many crops in the region.

The policy of raising paddy prices by
reducing cultivated paddy area, particu-
larly for the second rice crop, can be
indirectly implemented by setting price
or production policies on mungbean,
soybean and groundnut for the North and
Northeast regions. These types of policy
choices can be seen directly from the
results of the model. (The details of

substitution among crops within regions
are described and illustrated in the

research report.)

Limitations

This model has some limitations.

Some important minor activities were
left out due to the unavailability of
data. In addition, cropping patterns
were assumed to be unchanged throughout
the study period, i.e. no new crops were
introduced into the region. Furthermore,
the lack of detailed land suitability is
another limitation of this model. Land

has been grouped into only three catego-
ries, when, in fact, in some regions it
may be more appropriate to use a finer
breakdown due to special physical and
soil characteristics that influence the

type of crop that can be grown.
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ThailandDevelopmentResearchInstitute's

1987Year-endConference

"EfficiencyandCompetitivenessof theThaiEconomy"

The Thailand Development Research Institute's 1987 Year-end Conference will be
TDRI's fourth such conference--attracting attention to national policy issues and
addressing Thailand's development agenda with a focus on economic and social issues.
Eminent scholars and researchers from both Thailand and abroad will gather at the
Regent Cha-Am Beach Hotel, Cha-Am, from November 28-29 to provide insight on this
year's theme of "Efficiency and Competitiveness of the Thai Economy."

A critical need was seen for policy and debate on Thailand's economic competitive-
ness in the world; thus, the theme for the 1987 conference emerged. Consideration of
these issues will begin with Dr. Virabongsa Ramangkura's Macroeconomic Forecast and
will continue with presentations and group discussions on economic competitiveness in
the areas of finance, industry, agriculture and public policy management. Each of
the presentations is briefly described below.

A Macroeconomic Forecast

Dr. Virabongsa Ramangkura's macroeco-
nomic forecast will be the first presen-
tation. The paper "Prospects for Thai
Economic Development" will cover the
current situation of the Thai economy
and predict economic trends from now
until 1991--the end point of the Sixth
National Development Plan. It will also
focus on growth rates, distribution of
income, employment, the balance of trade
and payments, and economic problems from
both the short- and long-term perspec-
tives.

The conference theme will be deve-

loped through the presentation of the
four following papers:

1. "Efficiency in the Thai Financial
Sector." Dr. Gosah Arya.

2. "Productivity and Competitiveness in

Thai Agriculture: Some Lessons from
the Past." Dr. Ammar Siamwalla.

3. "Productivity Changes and Interna-

tional Competitiveness of Thai In-
dustries." Dr. Narongchai Akrasanee.

4. "Economic Policy Management in Thai-
land: Response to Changes in the

World Economy, 1973-1987." Dr.
Phaichitr Uathavikul.

Each of these papers will be presen-
ted before participants break ~nto small

groups to discuss details and issues
emerging from the presentation. Small
groups will emerge with reactions and
recommendations on each topic which will
be summarized and presented to the large
group.

A short
follows:

description papereachof

Efficiency in the Thai Financial Sector

The major functionof financial in-
stitutions is to act as an intermediary
between those who have an excess supply
of funds and those who have an excess
demand for funds. If these "intermedia-

ries" are efficient (achieved through
specialization, economies of scale in
financial transactions, and the like),
they can conceivably increase the net
return to the savers and/or lower the
cost to the borrowers. However, it is
often argued that financial intermedia-
ries are not operating efficiently due
to various rules and regulations designed
to achieve credit distribution and fi-

nancial stability. Nevertheless, these
rules and regulations (which include
reserve requirements, selective credit
policies, interest rate ceilings, and
the maintenance of the oligopolistic
financial industry) do affect the be-
havior of the intermediaries.
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This paper examines the question of
efficiency in the Thai financial sector,
explores the relative efficiency of Thai
financial intermediaries compared to
financial institutions elsewhere, and
identifies the extent to which various
policies affect efficient operations.
Effects of financial intermediation on
savings and investment, the relative
importance of financial intermediaries,
and the efficiency of intermediation are
analyzed.

Productivity Changes and International
Competitiveness of Thai Industries

The industrial sector has played an
important role in the economic develop-
ment of Thailand during the past two
decades. Its contributions to the econ-

omy include increases in production,
employment, exports and government reve-
nue. As the world economy has changed
rapidly, the role and the direction of
industrial development needs to be as-
sessed in order to formulate an appro-
priate development policy for the future.

This paper is divided into four sec-
tions. Section 1 examines the changes
in the structure of production, trade
and employment and the structures of
protection and exports--in the context
of Thailand's industrialization policy;
Section 2 analyzes the competitiveness
of Thai industry with reference to Thai-
lands' trading partners and traded
goods; Section 3 measures competitive-
ness in terms of domestic resource

costs, productivity and efficiency
changes, exchange rates and the world
trading environment; the final section
concludes with policy recommendations.

Productivity and Competitiveness in Thai
Agriculture: Some Lessons from the Past

This work on "Productivity and Compe-
titiveness in Thai Agriculture: Some
Lessons from the Past," is based on a
specially compiled data set which aggre-

gates the production of 17 major crops
in each of Thailand's 70-odd Changwats.
Movements of production relative to the

resources expended, particularly of
labor, are then explored.

The presentation will describe the
growth of production per unit of re-

source utilized (particularly labor) in
Thai agriculture between 1961 and 1985.
Then the unevenness of the growth ex-
perience of the various Changwats, and
their relationship to the preexisting
level of development, will be explored
and comparative regional performances
presented. Then, explanations of the
productivity level in terms of the va-
rious factors of production, e.g. land,
irrigation, fertilizers, research expen-
ditures will be presented. Responsive-
ness to output price changes will also
be explored, as well as the effect of
rainfall changes. In the future, changes
in these variables will be attempted,
from which forecasts of labor producti-
vity in the agricultural sector will be
made.

The presentation will conclude with
some comments on the relevance of the

concept of competitiveness, as measured
in terms of efficiency of resource uti-
lization, in a world of subsidized agri-
culture.

Economic Policy Management in Thailand:
Response to Changes in the World Economy
1973-1987

The paper explores the impact of
changes in external conditions on the

Thai economy; it also studies policy
responses of the government from 1973
to the present. The first section adopts
the "shock-response" model to measure
the effect of external shocks (e.g. oil
shocks, decline in commodity prices,
world recession) on the economy, and
studies the responses of the Thai econ-
omy.

The second section focuses on macro-

economic management--covering public
resource mobilization, debt and debt
financing, interest, and exchange rate
policies. The paper discusses the
strengths and weaknesses of government
policies; its main objective is to bring
into focus those policy lessons that we
might learn from past experience.

The third section is forward-looking.
We try to anticipate the future direc-
tion of the world economy and form a
policy agenda to create awareness among
the public and to stimulate thought and
further discussion on important public-
policymanagementissues.Ri
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GeographicInformationSystems:Implicationsfor
NaturalResourceManagementin Thailand

by Or.BuddyAtwell and

Introduct ion

Natural resource management issues
and environmental concerns are currently
receiving much necessary attention
throughout the world. Indeed, in the
last fifty years, most countries have
seen changes in the environment occur-
ring at a rate and on a scale far in
excess of world-wide changes in recorded
history. These changes, in the main,
are related to the expanding world popu-
lation and economic development; they
are changes which permit an increasing
portion of the population to enjoy a
higher standard of living. Unfortunate-
ly, however, these changes have put in-
creased pressure on natural resources
and the environment.

In Thailand, there is much evidence
of environmental change. Certainly one
of the most dramatic has been the loss

of approximately 45% of Thailand's natu-
ral forests during the period 1961-1985
(ThaiLand NaturaL Resources ProfiLe,
1981).

Natural resources are finite and they
are diminishing at an alarming rate. At
the same time, the use of resources is
an important element in the national
economy; thus, restrictive measures to
protect natural resources must be ba-
lanced against present and future eco-
nomic goals. This leads to the conclu-
sion that, in order to maintain accept-
able economic conditions while hus-
banding natural resources and protecting
the environment, strategic planning and
effective resource management is re-

quired. In recent years, a new tool has
become available which offers promise as

an important part of the management
programs which we envisage as necessary
for the future. These are digital Geo-
graphic Information Systems (GIS) which
store, analyze and display spatial-data

Or.OhiraPhantumvanit

and associated attributes using digital

computer technology. These systems have
been in existence for more than 20

years, but only in the last five years
has computer technology advanced to the
point where GIS systems are becoming
relatively common in the United States,
Europe, and many other countries.

Status of GIS Activities in Thailand

Over the last few years there has
been a great deal of interest in using
GIS technology in Thailand. The RTG
Department of Land Development (whose
responsibilities include soil mapping
and land suitability assessments) has
had a keen interest in implementing GIS
technology because GIS capabilities
offer great efficiencies for both of the
above tasks. However, the Department
does not have a working GIS system.
The National Research Council's Remote
Sensing Center has very recently ob-
tained a commercial GIS system which is
associated with its satellite image
processing facility; personnel at Kaset-
sart University have devloped a special-
purpose GIS for watershed classification
purposes; personnel at Chulalongkorn
University and the Asian Institute of
Technology have done some GIS associated
projects; and three short courses in GIS

technology have been given at AIT.
Several other RTG agencies, such as

the Royal Thai Forest Department and the
Agricultural Reform Office, have plans
for implementing the technology in their
work but neither, as yet, has an opera-
tional system. Two GIS studies have
been done on Thailand, but their analy-
sis was done outside of the country. A
World Bank study (Thailand: Geographic
Information System for Land Policy
Analysis, 1985) done for the entire
country, examined conflicts in land
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This map illustrates some of the basic capabilities of a digital Geographic
Information System. It displays the land use on approximately ten square kilo-
meters in a small sub-area of the Songkhla Lake Basin.

Original data came from the land use map produced by the Land Development
Department; these data were digitized and entered into the computer memory and
later onto magnetic storage media. Digitization was done using a large digitiza-
tion tablet (a table that electrically maintains spatial integrity of map
points), an IBM-AT compatible computer, and appropriate software--in this case
"PC Arc-Info."

With the data in digital form, it is a trivial matter, again with proper
software, to compute areas of given classifications, to overlay this with other
types of data for the same area (soil, slope, etc) and many other types of
analysis which would be difficult (to impossible) to achieve by manual methods.

Created by P. Hastings

This map represents a 1st approximation of land that is potentially being mis-
used. The map sho~s areas that are classified as being unsuited for rubber yet
are being used as rubber plantations (at least in 1983).

Logically either one of t~o things is happening here:
1. the classification system is in error OR
2. these areas are producing rubber for reasons other then soil suitability.

The potential land mis-use areas are highlighted ~ith shading.
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classification, suitability, and use.
In 1987 a joint study was conducted by
the RTG Office of the National Environment

Board and the Global Resource Informa-
tion Database (GRID) of the United Na-

tions Environment Program (UNEP). The
study was designed to illustrate two GIS
capabilities: (1) change in forest
cover for a given region and (2) cacula-
ting soil loss for a watershed. Both
studies were done for areas in the North
of Thailand.

At the present time TDRI has a PC
Version of "Are-Info," a leading commer-
cial GIS software package which is being
used to develop GIS demonstrations for
areas in the Songkhla Lake Region of
Southern Thailand. These are being done
as part of an ongoing study at TDRI that
is investigating the feasibility of
developing a geographic information sys-
tem (GIS) for the Songkhla Lake Basin.

The Songkhla Lake Geographic Information
System

In the extensive study of the Song-
Khla Lake Basin (SLB), establishing

"an environmental monitoring and infor-
mation system" was identified as a
priority issue in the development of the
Basin. An objective of the present
study is to address this problem in some
detail. The assumption is that the
system will provide needed information
to planners and resource managers in the
development of the SLB. The nature of
the problem is "spatial." We are inter-
ested in information associated with

specific points or areas of the earth's
surface; thus, we are led to consider
applications of modern digital geo-
graphic information system (GIS) techno-
logy in structuring this system, al-
though non-spatial data will be consi-
dered as well.

Designing a digital GIS has been
the object of several studies. A common
finding from this work is the importance
of specifically evaluating potential
GIS system users. In a general sense,
there are many users and uses of an
"information system"; however, specific
user information was required to do an
appropriate evaluation of the needs
for the proposed information system.
Thus, a users' survey was designed; it

has been completed and the results will
serve as the basis for the information

system design. Interviews for this
survey were conducted at over thirty
agencies (in Haad Yai, Songkhla and
Bangkok) which either originate data
that is likely to be included in the
system, or would be potential users of
the system. We are presently doing a
detailed analysis of the surveys and our
preliminary findings indicate the fol-
lowing points of interest:

Key Data Suppliers

Department of Land Development
Soil Classification
Land use

National Economic and Social

Development Board
Socioeconomic Data from the

Thammasart Database

Key Users
Agriculture Land Reform Office
Provincial Administration Offices
Rubber Research Center

Southern Regional Agriculture Office
Royal Thai Forest Department
National Economic and Social

Development Board
Department of Land

Common Spatial Data (Map) Needs
Topography
Soil Classification
Land Use

Infrastructure (Roads, Railways, etc.)

Suitable Scale for Natural Resource
and Environmental Studies

1:50,000

Critical Spatial Data Needed But Not
Available.

More Frequent Updating of Land Use
Classification

GIS Demonst rations

Digital GIS technology is not well
known by many potential users in the
Songkhla Lake Basin. In order that
these agencies better understand the
application of GIS to their specific
problems, a series of demonstration
projects was planned as a part of the
study. The objectives were to:
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. select land management topics of
importance for some region in the
Basin;

. digitize (convert the map data to a
form suitable for computer analysis)
the data and conduct an analysis; and

. produce computer listings with all
work being done here in Thailand.
Moreover, this was all to be done
within the period of the six-month
study. Presently we have completed
two of these demonstrations and at
least one more will be completed
before the end of the project.

The final task of the study is a
seminar which will be held in Haad Yai.
At this meeting, the final design of the
Geographic Information System will be
presented along with results of all the
GIS demonstration projects. An addi-
tional objective of the seminar is that
it serve as a forum and allow persons
responsible for relevant GIS projects in
Thailand to present summaries of their
work--to provide as complete a view of
the present status of GIS technology in
Thailand as possible. It is expected
that this seminar will help determine
Thailand's readiness for GIS applica-
tions and also charter appropriate
courses of action necessary to take
advantage of this new tool for natural
resources management.

National Natural Resources Policy

There is little question that Thai-
land, as a country, must deal effective-
ly with strong and increasing pressures
on its remaining natural resources. It
seems evident, as well, that time is a
critical factor in implementing improved
management techniques. If we are assured
that GIS technology is effective in
improving the efficiency of natural
resource management, then its implemen-
tation on a National scale is highly

desirable for the long-term economic and

social good of the country--and it
should be done quickly.

Implementation of the technology must
be approached with the following issues
in mind:

. GIS technology is a technology with
~otential applications in every Royal
Thai Government Agency that has mea-
surement or management responsibili-
ties that are associated with spatial
(geographic) variations.

. The technology requires people trained

in basic computer operations with
special training in GIS technology.
In fact, three types of people are
required (Marble 1986):

(1) Individuals using GIS to support
their professional work. These people
need to understand GIS operations to a
point where the GIS can be utilized as
a basic tool in their day-to-day work.

(2) Individuals assisting others to
install and use GIS technology. This
group requires a substantial
understanding of GIS technology. It
requires users to have a basic
knowledge in one or more application
areas (forestry, land-use, etc.).

(3) Individuals who design and main-
tain a GIS. This group must possess
the knowledge of the other groups as
well as have a detailed background in
relevant computer science areas (data
structures, data base systems, etc.).

. In Thailand today there are few indi-
viduals who possessgroup (1) qualifi-
cations and fewer still who could

qualify for groups (2) and (3). Thus,
a GIS training program is a necessary
precondition for successful implemen-
tation of the technology.

. There are significant investments
which must be made in computer hard-
ware and software, and in digitization
of existing map data.

. The nature of the work is such that

coordination and pre-planning on a
National scale would provide many
economies. One is to avoid duplica-
tion of the data digitization effort.
As one example, many agencies need
soil data for their work. Almost
certainly these agencies will even-
tually use a digital GIS; however,
there is no need for all of the agen-
cies to go to the expense of digi-
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tizing the soil maps. This should be
done once, by one agency, and the
digitized data made available to all
the agencies who need the information.

. Having an explicit central policy for
GIS technology will also expedite its
utilization. There is little doubt

that, without policy, the use of the
technology will gradually evolve--
anyway. However (assuming GIS techno-
logy offers efficiencies in managing
natural resources) without policy,
much potential advantage will be lost
as the technology is slowly adapted to
problems in Thailand.

. Digital GIS does not offer a "quick
fix" to natural resource management
problems. Effective implementation of
the technology requires a great deal
more than purchase of hardware and
software. Even under the most suppor-
tive conditions, it will take several
years to realize significant returns.
If we assume that the need for more
efficient resource management will
increase in the future--as a result of
increased population and industrial

development--and that digital GIS
techniques are useful tools (making
refinements and efficiencies in natu-

ral resource related issues possible),
then it is prudent to establish a
strategic plan and develop policy in
order to support this implementation.

. A strategic plan would include ele-
ments of training, not only to de-
velop digital GIS technology capacity,
but also to increase the general com-
puter-use capabilities of resource
management agencies, The plan should
anticipate and provide budgets for
appropriate hardware and software and,
finally, it should outline an adminis-
trative infrastructure which would
support the use of the technology.

All of this should be undertaken with
a knowledge of the scope of the diffi-
culties and reasonable expectations of
the returns in the near term. The justi-
fication for GIS technology rests with
the original assumptions that, in the
future, the need will become critical.
Now is the time to create a foundation
to answer these needs. DJ...'

Thailand'sLeadingEconomicIndicators

economy shortly adjusted to the oil
shock and maintained its high growth
until the second oil shock.

The composite leading indicator,
closely resembling reality, reaches its
peak in October of 1973; then, after
falling to its trough in November 1974--
one year and one month after its first
peak--the composite leading indicator
shows a quick recovery that lasts for
approximately another five years. The
composite index reached its second peak
in September 1979. The second oil shock
in late 1979 had an adverse effect on

the Thai economy, a situation which is
clearly shown by the downturn of the
composite leading index. After that,
the economic situation did not greatly
improve and, due to the effect of
worldwide recession and high interest
rates, the recession period in Thailand
lasted until late 1982.

This situation coincides with the
movements of the composite index when it

(Continued from page 7)

reaches its trough in February of 1982.
After 1982, the movements of the Thai
business cycle seesaw; they are also
mimicked by the composite index reaching
its third peak in July of 1985, sliding
shortly for six months into a mild re-
cession, reaching its trough at the
beginning of 1986, and then exhibiting a
strong recovery--indicating a bright
economic future. This optimistic out-
look is consistent with the macroeconomic

forecast reported in the 1986 TDRI Year-

End Conference on Resources Management.
It is evident that Thailand's compo-

site index of leading economic indica-
tors derived to date, when compared to
known historic economic conditions, per-
formed well; however the index is far
from perfect. TDRI is currently investi-
gating alternatives to improve the
index's leading power. Further improve-
ments and results will be made public in
the near future.DJ...'


